APRIL 2021
NOTE from Kelly:
I have created a great *Care Package* for those of you wanting Custom Guidance & Support on a monthly basis. This
one was created for me/my community as a SAMPLE of the Mystic Mentorship TOOLS. Each month, you would
receive this Custom Guidance just for YOU! I use your chart to give you Custom Astro guidance and pull Tarot cards
each month that are also unique for you, the individual. (I use my own chart for this sample.)
Each Month ~ RECEIVE:
pdf/mp3 for New Moon Guidance + Basic Tools
pdf/mp3 for New Moon Divinations
pdf/mp3 for Full Moon Guidance + Basic Tools
pdf/mp3 for Full Moon Divinations
pdf/mp3 for Custom Ritual
LIBRA Full Moon ~ 3.28.2021
Lunar Basic Tools (pdf)
Personal Guidance (pdf + mp3)
DIVINATIONS
Oracles (pdf + mp3)
ARIES New Moon ~ 4.11.2021
Lunar Basic Tools (pdf)
Personal Guidance (pdf + mp3)
DIVINATIONS
Oracles (pdf + mp3)
RITUAL for Self-Love & Divine Mate
Instructions (pdf + mp3)

Balance Comes from an Understanding
of What the Other Might Need
Without Letting Go
of Our Own Needs

LIBRA Full Moon ~ 3.28.2021
Lunar Basic Tools (pdf)
Personal Guidance (mp3)
Can you feel the process that you have been through, personally, over the last 6-months? Can you feel the Universe
reshaping, repositioning you to birth a whole new way of living on Earth and relating with other living beings? In order
to do that, relate in a whole new way with Life, we’ve undergone quite a rigorous release process over the last 6months alone. When you ‘shed skins’, you have to know that you are raw & vulnerable as you grow new skin or if it is
a new birth of any kind, there is that initial stage of development that immediately follows birth that is the most vital
for the health & well-being of the (creative) baby.
As for our Libra Full Moon, this is giving us a chance to do this deep clearing in the relationship department and honor
the annual opportunity to complete things and tie up any loose ends in our relationships, personal, professional or both.
That means anything and anyone that you have to relate to on a regular basis has this annual opportunity for renewal on
a very deep level. It is a time to notice what is out of balance and take advantage of the initiatory energy of the Spring
to clear it out and make space for new relationships and for new ways of relating in general. This one has so much
additional power & juice for clearing out old, toxic, imbalanced relationships in a way that is so obvious that it makes it
almost effortless to finally let go. You will also be shown the new possibilities for nourishing & supportive, balanced &
reciprocal relationships, partnerships & collaborations that are being seeded at this time in your life.
Where is the beauty? fun? joy? Where are the supportive, helpful, peaceful people in your life? What nourishes your
body? mind? soul? spirit? Think in terms of how that has all evolved over the last 6-months, 1-year and over the last 8years for sure. What you used to be magnetized and attracted to has likely evolved, deepened and/or changed
completely from 7-10 years ago. It’s time to do some internal reflection on the lessons & blessings you have gained
through all your current relationships. No matter how grueling or treacherous they’ve been, you’ve learned something
about your Self and humanity and how peace must be nurtured. Now, the Universe, the planets, Mother Earth herself
all support you in stepping up and into NEW ways of being your Self, which automatically shifts how you relate with
Others, on every level. Many small Circles and Communities have strong roots and are growing amazing things that
will feed us all in the end. Find your inner balance, tap into this Spring Season when physical balance is naturally
available and call in more balance & reciprocity in your personal & professional relationships. It’s time to allow more
good into your life. Practice with more Light this season. Also consider what relationship & partnership seeds got
planted with the Libra Super/New Moon on 10.16.2020 (6-months ago).
Kelly: This Libra Full Moon falls in my 11th House of Community, Friendships, Hopes & Dreams for the Future and
there is definitely some “end of an era” vibes right now. I am changing how I socialize, interact, learn & grow with
others – just like everyone post-2020, but since it’s in my chart, it is “personal”. (If you have Libra Ruling the 11th
House and Aries Ruling the 5th House, you may be feeling a similar way.) This Full Moon also marks 6-months since I
set an intention around having a “new community and friendships” because I am finished with parenting, basking in my
Empty Nest and looking forward to new experiences, activities and interactions. Libra on the 11th is a SOCIAL
CREATURE and I have been more/less on an island for 15-years so covid aside, I fully intend to find my new tribe
who doesn’t mind human interaction and breathwork. This Full Moon also illuminates superfluous people or
communities that no longer nourish me or my individual needs so I keep in mind that everyone is for a season and a
reason, while there are those rare gems that also show up in human form as part of your Soul Tribe and walk with you
for many years, growing and evolving just like you – that’s what I like!

Libra Full Moon ~ DIVINATIONS
XI – Justice ~ LIFE FORCE
Keywords:
Ecstasy ~ Elation ~ Passion ~ Lust ~ Eros ~ Orgasmic Creativity ~ The Totality of
Feeling Sense of Omnipotence
Inner Message:
If you allow yourself to be swept away by this wave of immense, divine power,
nothing will be impossible! The deepest meaning of this card goes beyond all
conventional ideas about joy, vitality, even rapture. It represents the source of all these
energies. This source is holy, for it surpasses the limits of every classification created
by the human mind. It is the profound understanding of our immortality as spirit that
causes us to become ecstatic. It is our wild, irrepressibly powerful nature that grants us
access to the state of ecstasy, if we develop the ability to recognize the narrow confines
of social conditioning and consciously transcend them.
Outward Manifestation:
Many are terrified of entering the state of ecstasy because what is generally valued
most highly is lost: mental control. At least in our society, control seems to be the
greatest virtue, while ecstasy, joy and a passionate appreciation of life in all its movements is ridiculed. “The more
controlled, the better” seems to be the fearful motto of mechanical man. However, this card shows you a different way.
By trusting your internal emotions toward ecstasy, you will gain surprising insights into all sorts of situations, you will
reach a higher perspective that remains unattainable in our ordinary, dull, sleepy state of mind. The arising of this
primal force within you gives you a chance to virtually move mountains of mental and social inhibitions. Restlessly
chattering thoughts subside. Your consciousness expands, and your being finally gets a chance to let its energy flow
unabashedly. In an ecstatic, orgasmic, freefalling and thus released state, you are closest to the Great Mystery, the
awesomeness of simply being alive.
XVI – Tower ~ CHAOS
Keywords:
Upheaval ~ Abrupt Change ~ Shedding of Old Values, Concepts, Ideas & Concerns ~
Breaking Away from Restrictions ~ Walls Tumbling Within and Without
Inner Message:
Whether you want to or not, chaos will liberate you from the narrow confines that kept
you safe but bound. Revolting against these fateful forces will only intensify your pain.
Go with the flow, instead of resisting it! The less you struggle, the easier these necessary
changes will become. Test the forces of upheaval. Test the internal (and possibly
external) chaos that shakes up your life. Once the storm has passed, you will feel more
free, awake & open. Remember, stars are born out of chaos. We only fear this power
because we cannot control it. In reality chaos is the raw material of transformation.
Outward Manifestation:
Everything is up in the air. Inner inhibitions and outer restrictions collapse without
warning. A higher power blasts away your self-imposed mental and perhaps even tangible prison walls. This may relate
to a work-situation that is no longer suitable for you, take the form of a sudden change of address, or end a partnership
(one you hang onto like a bad habit). If that is the case, be honest with yourself. All old crutches eventually break.
Throw them away willingly! This apparently negative and fearsome upheaval is making room for new and better
things. Understand that everything is for your greater good!

IV – Emperor ~ GRANDFATHER
Keywords:
Protection ~ Generous Benefactor ~ Ruling by Serving ~ Position of Responsibility ~
Help in Moments of Need ~ Wisdom ~ Elevation ~ Nobility ~ Courage ~ Authority ~
Reliability
Inner Message:
The power of the Grandfather is always alive in us. As soon as you recollect this part
of yourself, its qualities are yours. The Grandfather may also represent the physical
father you never had or wo was not there for you. Generally, he stands for the ability
to take matters into your own hands while granting your inner child the certainty that
it will be protected and well taken care of. He represents the power of the grown man
who has welcomed and integrated his feminine side. This makes him an inwardly
complete unity. His intentions are no longer divided, so he can use his full authority
for the benefit of beings everywhere.
Outward Manifestation:
Drawing the Grandfather to you signifies that it is time to stop hiding your inherent strengths. Reveal them for all the
world to see! Respect your inner authority and exude it ~ even at work. True responsibility is a responsiveness to life.
Do not hide from this. You have gathered enough experiences and realizations. Now use them for your benefit and that
of everyone else. The ability to grant spiritual as well as material help and protection to others is a tremendous gift.
Remember the generosity of the Buffalo. He gives of himself, he continuously emanates his strength. You too must
give away without hesitation what the Great Spirit has bestowed on you in its infinite generosity.

11th House ~ Community, Friendships, Hopes & Dreams for the Future:
7 of Fire ~ ENDURANCE
Keywords:
Endurance ~ Stamina ~ Bravery ~ Perseverance ~ Remaining in the Present ~
Breakthrough ~ Centering
Inner Message:
Do not identify yourself too much with problems in your environment. Even if you feel
shaken and insecure, you can rely on your inner being’s unwavering presence. This is not
a time to give up and resign. Use the obstacles in your path as an opportunity to grow in
consciousness, instead of telling yourself they must be insurmountable.
Outward Manifestation:
Even if a certain situation demands some pushiness on your part, it will serve to
strengthen your self-confidence. What matters is staying faithful to your own truth now.
Here is your chance to stand up for what you believe without compromises. Stay centered,
focused & allow things to untangle themselves. Your courage is a flame that cannot be
extinguished!

SHADOW: 5 of Water ~ LOSS
Keywords:
Loss ~ Disillusionment ~ Meltdown ~ Leaving the Old ~ Instability ~ Pain ~ Possible
Separation ~ Torment Caused by Misinterpreting One’s Actual Situation
Inner Message:
The veils of ignorance are being lifted. An illusion you have created and clung to now
slowly dissolves, as it must. Be brave, this is the beginning of an internal liberation. If
you really don’t want to, you don’t have to suffer. This is nothing more than a helpful
wake-up call. Welcome it!
Outward Manifestation:
A situation changes without warning. It is useless to fight against the tide. Simply let
go of what doesn’t want to stay with you. whatever you lose now has never truly
belonged to you anyhow. This profound and at first very painful insight gives you a
new kind of stability and much greater clarity about your true feelings.

